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MOUNTING YOUR LIGHT

ADJUSTING THE ANGLE OF YOUR LIGHT

The handlebar mount is designed for 35.0mm bar diameter, but comes with a 
shim for 31.8mm bars, please ensure you use the correct size for your handlebars.

Use the M2.5 allen wrench to bolt the clamp to your handlebars on the le side of 
the stem with the mounng shoe posioned in front of the stem. 
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When mounted, manually rotate the light up or 
down. If needed, loosen the thumbscrew on the 
le and make angle adjustments as needed

NOTE: The mount works best when 
posioned as close to the le-side of 
the stem as possible. If you need to, 
you can also flip the mount over and 
aach to the right of the stem.



INSTALLING YOUR LIGHT ON THE MOUNT

REMOVING THE LIGHT
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Pull up on the cam-lock lever unl the 
brass plunger snaps back into place and 
remove the light from the shoe.



CHARGING YOUR BATTERY

PASS-THRU CHARGING FOR EXTENDED RUNTIME
Detour is capable of Pass-Thru Charging, meaning that the light can be charged from an 
external USB power bank while in-use on the bike if you need even longer runtime. 



STATUS LIGHTS AND BATTERY PERCENTAGE
MEANING % LEFT



POWER ON & MODES

STATUS LIGHTCYCLES MODE RUN TIME

ALL RUN TIMES ARE APPROXIMATE

1.8h

4.6h

8.5h

DAYTIME STROBE 10h
NIGHTTIME PULSE 4.5h



RUNTIME
Using single numbers for runtime can be misleading and ineffective when 
actually planning your ride, so the graph below shows expected output over time 
for each mode on Detour, assuming it starts with a full charge.

Pull up on the cam-lock lever unl the brass 
plunger snaps back into place and remove 
the light from the shoe.



HOW TO PROPERLY AIM YOUR NEW LIGHT
Detour has a cutoff style beam pattern which means that aiming the light 
properly is important for optimal performance. 

“Cutoff” means there is a sharp horizontal line at the top of the beam, like a car 
headlight. It is meant to be aimed parallel or slightly below parallel so that 
oncoming riders, pedestrians, and drivers are not blinded by your light. This also 
puts the light exactly where you need: on the road/path in front of you.

To precisely aim your light:
    Place a mark on a wall at the same height as the bike light.
  Back at least 20 feet from the wall on flat ground.
  Adjust the light so that the top of the beam is below that mark



COMMUTING MODES





THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE! 
As you know, we are a very small company working to make the best bike-specific 
lights that we can.  While we strive for 100% reliablity we know that sometimes 
issues can happen. Please contact us if there are any problems so we can get you 
taken care of, and so we can determine how to prevent the issue in the future! 
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